
Primary Level YouTube Safety Tips

To start, all security interactions with YouTube will require a Google account. This is easily set up using this link.

https://accounts.google.com/signup/v2/webcreateaccount?hl=en&flowName=GlifWebSignIn&flowEntry=SignUp

Once this account is established it may be expanded to include the Google Parental Control features, linking your 
child’s account to yours.



Limit your Google account information, via the About me options available.

 Two things of note. 

First.
On Chromebooks used in school, installation of these parental controls prior to school based software being 
installed can and may clash. Consult with you school for instructions on this matter during any relevant parent 
information evenings. 

Second.
The interface for Goggle accounts/YouTube’s settings is not the simplest to navigate. The platform provides 
excellent information dashboards to guide you through the necessary processes. Use them.

Primary Kids

Smaller Children

YouTube itself is not appropriate for younger users. Between the advertising, and the potential to catch 
inappropriate content YouTube without filters is not appropriate for any child in the lower years of school, YouTube 
Kids should be the only access point. 

The default is for pre-schoolers and younger, but you may also select the older option for children with a better 
level of understanding of the online risks.



1. Install You Tube Kids

While this is not a perfect moderation solution, it places a reasonable level of restriction on the content that 
younger users watch. That the content is moderated by a human being is an advantage. Be advised this is 
not a completely secure method of moderation. Recent content has seen explicitly graphic video spiced 
into cartoon clips, well into a video .

Curated content includes chid friendly content such as episodes of popular children’s programmes, music, 
education-based clips and user and toy related clips
The app is location in the circled icon show below.

Follow the steps on the link below to install this option.

https://www.youtube.com/kids/parent-resources/

2. Educate yourself on the risks that may be found on YouTube

Do your research. There are multiple sources that highlight the problems that can be found on YouTube. If 
you know what to expect you can structure your child’s experience on YouTube more effectively.

3. No headphones.

Get your child to watch without wearing headphones. This way you are able to listen in. This provides an 
added level of protection, should any inappropriate content slip in. 



4. Family spaces.

Ensure your child and the device they are accessing YouTube on is in a shared family space. Do not allow 
them to watch unsupervised. Do not allow devices to be taken into their bedroom.

5. Set a timer.

Limit the time your child is on YouTube. Set a timer for up to one hour maximum per day.

In addition, For Older Primary children

1. Use restricted mode.

Not the same as YouTube kids , restricted mode endeavours to filter out content that is both inappropriate 
and age restricted.

This feature is moderated by an algorithm and a team of moderators who review reported content. 

When Restricted mode is enabled a user cannot access inappropriate or age restricted content. This limits 
the app search parameters and also YouTubes AutoPlay function. Users are unable to comment or view 
comments.

To install you must be signed in to both your YouTube account and your Google account.
Restricted mode appears as an option in the account drop down menu. Use this o an attached child’s 
account, or your own if your child does not have their own account.



2. Use Google’s Parental Control system.

This can disable the ability for a child to search for content. This will limit video to those which have been 
verifies as age specific.

Trusted channels may be selected. These have been verified in person, not by algorithms. You may block  
specific content types and specific creators.

This can be password access by a parent for the controls that have been set.

3. Review your Childs history regularly.

Viewing history is available through YouTube’s left-hand screen menu.
You may see what videos are viewed and watched in an uncontrolled account.

4. Be an active parent

Be involved with your child’s online life. Talk about the content risks of YouTube.  Watch videos with your 
child, and discuss tailoring channels that reflect their likes and dislikes. Discuss with them how they 
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should come to you should they come across any content that they are uncomfortable with. Research and 
investigate yourself what are kid friendly channels and look for the verification symbol (grey circle with a 
white tick)

Educate yourself on known risks on YouTube such as Elsagates, Marvel mashups.

5. Use all available privacy settings.

6. Report any content you find concerning.

This link leads to YouTube’s reporting process.

This dashboard offers advice across multiple devices and forms of content.


